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Crews Rescue Second Man

Coal Rush Kills Miner
the chute."coming down

Within a few minutes, the second crew
of four men had joined mine
below thesurface to continue t

By DAN SEMICK
Staff Writer

HEGINS — A 34-year-old H
miner, James Smith, was killed
when buried under a mass of
11,000 feet below ground a
Spring area deep mine.

A second miner, Kermi
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Binkley was pulled out of the mine
about 11:40 p.m. and evacuated to the
hospital by ambulance.Smith's body was
carried out almost an hour later.
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Binkley was listed
condition at Pottsville's
Hospital this morning.

James Laird,

in satisfactory
Good Samaritan

inspector for the U.S.
of Mines, said the two miners

were found in the battery of the mine,
which is a retaining wall used with a
chute tocontrol the flow of coal.

Mine inspectors believe the chute was
empty Tuesday and the two miners had
gone inside when the coal stopped
flowing. Laird said coal flowed in on the
pair while they were in the chute,

n to their necks,
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ew of five men descended into
shaft about 3 p.m. and worked

the effort to dig out
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the first crew returned to the
Mrs. Binkley walked over to

John Stahl."Jack, did you
Stahl answered
His answers to

to dig out

succeeded

body was
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When

short, rugged .
see him?" she asked.
"yes” in a quiet voice,

other questions were almost whispers.
Stahl told George Gallagher, the state

assistant mine safety chi«, that the men
were trapped near the seventh level,
between 11,000 and 12,000 feet deep.
"Are they alive?'' someone asked. “The
one is, Binkley. We gave him water,” he
replied.
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